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A 

ABDUCENS ABCDENSU cranial nerve [n -NTES]  

ABOMASUS AABMOSSU abomasum (fourth stomach of ruminant) [n -SI] 

ACANTHUS AACHNSTU prickly herb [n -HI, -ES]  

ACIDOSIS ACDIIOSS abnormal condition of blood [n -SES] 

ADENITIS ADEIINST inflammation of lymph node [n -ES] 

ADENOSIS ADEINOSS abnormal growth of glandular tissue [n -SES] 

ADIPOSIS ADIIOPSS obesity (state or condition of being obese) [n -SES] 

AFFLATUS AAFFLSTU creative inspiration [n -ES] 

AGENESIS AEEGINSS absence or imperfect development of bodily part [n -SES] 

ALLSORTS ALLORSST assorted small candies [n] 

ALPHOSIS AHILOPSS lack of skin pigmentation [n -ES] 

ALVEOLUS AELLOSUV small anatomical cavity [n -LI] 

AMIANTUS AAIMNSTU variety of asbestos [n -ES] 

AMITOSIS AIIMOSST type of cell division [n -SES] 

AMPLEXUS AELMPSUX mating embrace of frogs [n -ES] 

ANABASIS AAABINSS military advance [n -SES] 

ANABLEPS AABELNPS freshwater fish [n -ES] 

ANALECTS AACELNST selections from literary work or group of works [n] 

ANALYSIS AAILNSSY separation of whole into its parts [n SES] 

ANEMOSIS AEIMNOSS separation of rings of growth in timber due to wind [n -SES] 

ANESTRUS AENRSSTU period of sexual dormancy [n -RI] 

ANTHESIS AEHINSST full bloom of flower [n -SES] 

ANURESIS AEINRSSU inability to urinate [n -SES] 

APICULUS ACILPSUU sharp point at end of leaf [n -LI] 

APOAPSIS AAIOPPSS high point in orbit [n -SES, -IDES] 

APODOSIS ADIOOPSS main clause of conditional sentence [n -SES] 

ARQUEBUS ABEQRSUU early portable firearm [n -ES] 

ASBESTUS ABESSSTU asbestos (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [n -ES] 

ASPERGES AEEGPRSS Roman Catholic rite [n] 

 

Ssssssssticky Final Letters Cannot Be Dropped 8s 

B 

BACCHIUS ABCCHISU type of metrical foot [n -II] 

BACILLUS ABCILLSU any of class of rod-shaped bacteria [n -LI] 

BALLOCKS ABCKLLOS offensive word [n] 

BASALTES AABELSST unglazed stoneware [n] 

BAUDRONS ABDNORSU cat [n -ES] 

BEDOTTED BDDEEOTT covered with dots [adj] 

BEJEEZUS BEEEJSUZ bejesus (exclamation used as mild oath) [n -ES] 

BENDWAYS ABDENSWY bendwise (diagonally) [adv] 

BERBERIS BBEEIRRS barberry [n -ES] 

BERMUDAS ABDEMRSU knee-length walking shorts [n] 

BEROUGED BDEEGORU obviously or thickly rouged [adj] 

BESLAVED ABDEELSV filled with slaves [adj] 

BESUITED BDEEISTU wearing suit [adj] 
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BEUNCLED BCDEELNU having many uncles [adj] 

BIOLYSIS BIILOSSY death (end of life) [n -SES] 

BOLLOCKS BCKLLOOS offensive word [n] 

BORDEAUX ABDEORUX red or white wine [n BORDEAUX] 

BOTRYTIS BIORSTTY plant disease [n -ES] 

BRITCHES BCEHIRST breeches; trousers [n] 

BRONCHUS BCHNORSU tracheal branch [n -HI] 

BURSITIS BIIRSSTU inflammation of bursa [n -ES] 

 

Ssssssssticky Final Letters Cannot Be Dropped 8s 

C 

CABOCHED ABCCDEHO full-faced–used of animal’s head in heraldry [adj] 

CABOSHED ABCDEHOS CABOCHED (full-faced–used of animal’s head in heraldry) [adj] 

CADUCEUS ACCDESUU heraldic wand or staff [n -EI] 

CALATHOS  AACHLOST fruit basket [n -HI] 

CALATHUS  AACHLSTU calathos (fruit basket) [n -HI] 

CALCULUS ACCLLSUU branch of mathematics [n -LI, -ES] 

CALVADOS AACDLOSV dry apple brandy [n -ES] 

CANITIES ACEIINST turning gray of hair [n] 

CANNABIS AABCINNS hemp (tall herb) [n -ES] 

CANTORIS ACINORST to be sung by north side of choir in church [adj] 

CARDITIS ACDIIRST inflammation of heart [n -ES] 

CENTESIS CEEINSST surgical puncture [n -SES] 

CENTONES CEENNOST CENTO, literary work made up of parts from other works [n]  

CERASTES ACEERSST venomous snake [n]  

CERVELAS ACEELRSV cervelat [smoked sausage) [n -ES] 

CHAUSSES ACEHSSSU medieval armor [n] 

CHIASMUS ACHIMSSU reversal of word order between parallel phrases [n -MI] 

CHORAGUS ACGHORSU leader of chorus or choir [n -GI, -ES] 

CHOREGUS CEGHORSU choragus (leader of chorus or choir) [n -GI, -ES] 

CLEMATIS ACEILMST flowering vine [n -ES] 

COENURUS CENORSUU tapeworm larva [n-RI] 

COLOSSUS CLOOSSSU gigantic statue [n -SSI, -ES] 

COLPITIS CIILOPST vaginal inflammation [n -ES] 

CONCOURS CCNOORSU public competition [n] 

CONDORES CDENOORS coin of Chile [n] 

CONGRATS ACGNORST congratulations (congratulation) [n] 

CONIOSIS CIINOOSS infection caused by inhalation of dust [n -SES] 

COPPERAS ACEOPPRS compound used in making inks [n -ES] 

COTININE CEIINNOT alkaloid produced by nicotine in body [n -S] 

CREMAINS ACEIMNRS ashes of cremated body [n] 

CREPITUS CEIPRSTU grating sound made in breathing [n CREPITUS] 

CRUDITES CDEIRSTU pieces of raw vegetables served with dip [n] 

CUSPIDES CDEIPSSU CUSPIS, cusp (pointed end) [n] 

CUSTODES CDEOSSTU CUSTOS, guardian or keeper [n] 

CYANOSIS ACINOSSY bluish discoloration of skin [n -SES] 

CYCLOSIS CCILOSSY circulation of protoplasm within cell [n -SES] 
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CYSTITIS CIISSTTY inflammation of urinary bladder [n -TIDES, -ES] 
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D 

DACTYLUS ACDLSTUY leg joint of certain insects [n -LI] 

DAEMONES ADEEMNOS DAEMON, attendant spirit [n] 

DAIMONES ADEIMNOS DAIMON, attendant spirit [n] 

DENARIUS ADEINRSU coin of ancient Rome [n -II] 

DETRITUS DEIRSTTU particles of rock [n] 

DIABETES ABDEEIST metabolic disorder [n] 

DIALYSIS ADIILSSY separation of substances in solution by diffusion through membrane [n -SES] 

DIANTHUS ADHINSTU ornamental herb [n -ES] 

DIERESIS DEEIIRSS separation of two vowels into two syllables [n -SES] 

DIESTRUS DEIRSSTU period of sexual inactivity [n -ES] 

DIPLOSIS DIILOPSS method of chromosome formation [n -SES] 

DIPSADES ADDEIPSS DIPSAS, fabled serpent [n] 

DIURESIS DEIIRSSU excessive discharge of urine [n -SES] 

DOBLONES BDELNOOS DOBLON, former gold coin of Spain and Spanish America [n] 

DOLDRUMS DDLMORSU slump or slack period [n] 

DUXELLES DEELLSUX garnish or sauce with minced mushrooms [n] 
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E 

ECLIPSIS CEIILPSS ellipsis (omission of word or words in sentence) [n -SES, -ES] 

EDGEWAYS ADEEGSWY edgewise (sideways (toward or from one side)) [adv] 

ELENCHUS  CEEHLNSU logical refutation [n -HI] 

ELLIPSIS EIILLPSS omission of word or words in sentence [n -SES] 

EMERITUS EEIMRSTU retired person who retains honorary title [n -TI] 

EMPHASIS AEHIMPSS special significance imparted to something [n -SES] 

EMPTINGS EGIMNPST emptins (liquid leavening) [n] 

ENDOSMOS DEMNOOSS form of osmosis [n -ES] 

ENTELLUS EELLNSTU hanuman (East Indian monkey) [n -ES] 

ENTRAILS AEILNRST internal organ [n] 

ENURESIS EEINRSSU involuntary urination [n -SES, -ES] 

EOHIPPUS  EHIOPPSU extinct horse [n -ES] 

EPIGONUS  EGINOPSU epigone (inferior imitator) [n -NI] 

EPITASIS AEIIPSST main part of classical drama [n -SES] 

EREMURUS EEMRRSUU perennial herb [n -RI, -ES] 

ESTHESIS EEHISSST esthesia (ability to receive sensation) [n -SES, -ES] 

ESTOVERS EEORSSTV necessities allowed by law [n] 

EUCHARIS ACEHIRSU flowering plant [n -ES] 

EUONYMUS EMNOSUUY any of genus of shrubs or small trees [n -ES] 

EVONYMUS EMNOSUVY euonymus (any of genus of shrubs or small trees) [n -ES] 

EXCURSUS CERSSUUX long appended exposition of topic [n -ES] 

EXEGESIS EEEGISSX critical explanation or analysis [n -SES] 

EXTRADOS ADEORSTX outer curve of arch [n -ES] 

EYEDROPS DEEOPRSY medicated solution for eyes applied in drops [n] 
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F 

FASCITIS ACFIISST inflammation of connective tissue [n -ES] 

FETIALIS AEFIILST fetial (priest of ancient Rome) [n -LES] 

FEWTRILS EFILRSTW things of little value [n] 

FIBROSIS BFIIORSS development of excess fibrous tissue in bodily organ [n -SES] 

FIVEPINS EFIINPSV bowling game [n] 

FLAMINES AEFILMNS FLAMEN, priest of ancient Rome [n] 

FLATWAYS AAFLSTWY flatwise (with flat side in particular position) [adv] 

FOODWAYS ADFOOSWY eating habits of people [n] 

FORCIPES CEFIOPRS FORCEPS, instrument for seizing and holding objects [n] 

FOUREYED DEEFORUY wearing eyeglasses (lens used to aid vision) [adj] 

FREMITUS EFIMRSTU palpable vibration [n -ES] 

FRILLIES EFIILLRS item of women’s underwear [n] 

FRIZZIES EFIILLRS frizzy hair [n] 
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G 

GADZOOKS ADGKOOSZ used as mild oath [interj] 

GAMASHES  AAEGHMSS boots worn by horseback riders [n] 

GASTHAUS AAGHSSTU small hotel in Germany [n -ES, -ER] 

GASWORKS AGKORSSW factory where gas is produced [n] 

GAYWINGS AGGINSWY perennial herb [n] 

GLANDERS ADEGLNRS disease of horses [n] 

GOTCHIES CEGHIOST underpants [n] 

GRAVITAS AAGIRSTV reserved, dignified behavior [n -ES] 

GRAVLAKS AAGKLRSV gravlax (cured salmon) [n] 

GUMMOSIS GIMMOSSU disease of plants [n -SES] 
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H 

HAFTAROS AAFHORST HAFTARAH, haphtara (biblical section) [n] 

HAFTOROS AFHOORST HAFTORAH, haphtara (biblical selection) [-ROT] 

HAPLOSIS AHILOPSS halving of chromosome number [n -SES] 

HAUTBOIS ABHIOSTU hautboy (oboe (woodwind instrument) [n] 

HERCULES CEEHLRSU any man of great size and strength [n -ES] 

HIBISCUS BCHIISSU tropical plant [n -ES] 

HIDROSIS DHIIORSS abnormal perspiration [n -SES] 

HORNFELS EFHLNORS silicate rock [n -ES] 

HUIPILES EHIILPSU HUIPIL, embroidered blouse or dress of Mexico [n] 

HUSTINGS GHINSSTU British court [n] 

HYPNOSIS HINOPSSY artificially induced state resembling sleep [n -SES] 

 

Ssssssssticky Final Letters Cannot Be Dropped 8s 

I 

IDOLATER ADEILORT one that worship idols [n -S] 
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IMPRIMIS  IIIMMPRS in first place [adv] 

INTRADOS ADINORST inner curve of arch [n -ES] 
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J 

JOHANNES AEHJNNOS Portuguese coin [n] 

JUMPSIES EIJMPSSU game involving jumping over tight rope [n] 

 

Ssssssssticky Final Letters Cannot Be Dropped 8s 

K 

KNEESIES EEEIKNSS pressing of one’s knees against another person’s knees [n] 

KNICKERS CEIKKNRS loose-fitting pants gathered at knee [n] 

KURTOSIS IKORSSTU relative degree of curvature in statistical curve [n -SES, -ES] 

KYPHOSIS HIKOPSSY abnormal curvature of spine [n -SES] 
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L 

LANCIERS ACEILNRS French dance [n] 

LAPILLUS AILLLPSU small fragment of lava [n -LLI] 

LARIATED AADEILRT LARIAT, to lasso (to catch with lasso (long rope with running noose)) [v] 

LECYTHUS  CEHLSTUY lekythos (oil jar used in ancient Greece) [n -HI] 

LEKYTHOS  EHKLOSTY oil jar used in ancient Greece [n -OI] 

LEKYTHUS  EHKLSTUY lekythos (oil jar used in ancient Greece) [n -HI] 

LEUCOSIS CEILOSSU leukosis (leukemia (disease of blood-forming organs)) [n -SES] 

LEUKOSIS EIKLOSSU leukemia (disease of blood-forming organs) [n -SES] 

LONGWAYS AGLNOSWY longwise (lengthwise) [adv] 

LOPSIDED DDEILOPS leaning to one side [adj] 

LORDOSIS DILOORSS  curvature of spinal column [n -SES] 
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M 

MAMMATUS AAMMMSTU type of cloud [n -TI] 

MAMMITIS AIIMMMST mastitis (inflammation of breast) [n -TIDES] 

MANDAMUS AADMMNSU to command by means of writ issued by superior court [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

MARASMUS AAMMRSSU wasting away of body [n -ES] 

MASTITIS AIIMSSTT inflammation of breast [n -TIDES]  

MEGALOPS AEGLOMPS larval stage of most crabs [n -ES] 

MENINGES EEGIMNNS MENINX, any of membranes enclosing brain and spinal cord [n] 

MENISCUS CEIMNSSU crescent-shaped body [n -CI, -ES] 

MEPHITIS EHIIMPST offensive odor [n -ES] 

MESDAMES ADEEMMSS MADAME, madam (woman who manages brothel) [n] 

METHINKS EHIKMNST it seems to me [v] 

METICAIS ACEIIMST METICAL, monetary unit of Mozambique [n] 

METRITIS EIIMRSTT inflammation of uterus [n -ES] 

MIREPOIX EIIMOPRX sauteed mixture of diced vegetables [n MIREPOIX] 

MISHUGAS AGHIMSSU crazy or foolish behavior [n -ES] 

MITTIMUS IIMMSTTU warrant committing person to prison [n -ES] 
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MODIOLUS DILMOOSU bony shaft of inner ear [n -LI] 

MOUSSEUX EMOSSUUX sparkling wine [n MOUSSEUX] 

MUCRONES CEMNORSU MUCRO, sharp point at end of certain plant and animal organs [n] 

MYELITIS EIILMSTY inflammation of bone marrow [n -TES, -TIDES, -ES] 

MYOSITIS IIMOSSTY muscular pain from infection [n -ES] 

 

Ssssssssticky Final Letters Cannot Be Dropped 8s 

N  

NARCOSIS ACINORSS drug-induced stupor [n -SES] 

NAUPLIUS AILNPSUU form of certain crustaceans [n -II] 

NAUTILUS AILNSTUU spiral-shelled mollusk [n -LI, -ES] 

NECROSIS CEINORSS death of living tissue [n -SES] 

NEREIDES DEEEINRS NEREIS, marine worm [n] 

NETROOTS ENOORSTT political activists at basic level of society who communicate via Internet [n] 

NEURITIS EIINRSTU inflammation of nerve [n -TIDES, -ES] 

NEUROSIS EINORSSU type of emotional disturbance [n -SES] 

NONRATED ADENNORT not rated [adj] 

NOTORNIS INNOORST flightless bird [n] 

NOWADAYS AADNOSWY in these times [adv] 

NUCELLUS CELLNSUU essential part of plant ovule [n -LLI] 

NUMBNUTS BMNNSTUU stupid person [n -ES] 
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O 

OMPHALOS AHLMOOPS central point [n -LI or -OI] 

OPPONENS ENNOOPPS muscle of thumb [n] 

ORCHITIS CHIIORST inflammation of testicle [n -ES] 

ORNITHES EHINORST ORNIS, avifauna (bird life of particular region) [n] 

ORTHOSIS HIOORSST orthotic (brace for weak joints or muscles) [n -SES] 

OSTEITIS EIIOSSTT inflammation of bone [n -TIDES] 

OSTEOSIS EIOOSSST formation of bone [n -SES, -ES] 

OTITIDES DEIIOSTT OTITIS, inflammation of ear [n] 

OVARITIS AIIORSTV inflammation of ovary [n -IDES] 

OVERSUDS DEORSSUV to form excessive amount of suds [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 
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P 

PALEWAYS AAELPSWY palewise (vertically) [adv] 

PANCREAS AACENPRS large gland [n -ES] 

PANDANUS AADNNPSU tropical plant [n -ES, -NI] 

PANMIXIS AIIMNPSX panmixia (random mating within breeding population) [n -XES] 

PAPRIKAS AAIKPPRS PAPRIKA, seasoning made from red peppers [n] / Hungarian stew [n -ES] 

PARIETES AEEIPRST PARIES, wall of organ [n] 

PEARLIES AEEILPRS teeth (one of hard structures attached in row to each jaw) [n] 

PEPLOSES EELOPPSS PEPLOS, garment worn by women in ancient Greece [n] 

PHERESIS EEHIPRSS withdrawal of blood from donor, removing some components, and returning remaining blood to donor [n -SES] 

PHIMOSIS HIIMOPSS abnormal constriction of opening of prepuce [n -SES] 
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PHTHISIS HHIIPSST disease of lungs [n -SES] 

PHYLESIS EHILPSSY course of evolutionary development [n -SES, -ES] 

PHYSALIS AHILPSSY plant bearing edible yellow fruit [n -ES] 

PLATYPUS ALPPSTUY aquatic mammal [n -PI, -ES] 

PRECIEUX CEEIPRUX excessively refined [adj] 

PRECITED CDEEIPRT previously cited [adj] 

PREGGERS EEGGPRRS pregnant (carrying developing fetus in uterus) [adj] 

PREPUBES BEEPPRSU PREPUBIS, bone situated in front of pubic bones [n] 

PROPOLIS ILOOPPRS resinous substance used as cement by bees [n -ES] 

PROTASIS AIOPRSST introductory part of classical drama [n -SES]  

PRURITUS IPRRSTUU intense itching [n -ES] 

PSILOSIS IILOPSSS tropical disease [n -SES] 

PULVINUS ILNPSUUV swelling at base of leaf [n -NI] 

PYCNOSIS CINOPSSY pyknosis (shrinking and thickening of cell nucleus) [n -SES] 

PYELITIS EIILPSTY inflammation of pelvis or kidney [n -ES] 

PYKNOSIS IKNOPSSY shrinking and thickening of cell nucleus [n -SES] 
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Q 

QUADRANS AADNQRSU ancient Roman coin [n -NTES] 
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R 

RACHIDES ACDEHIRS RACHIS, spinal column [n] 

RACHITIS ACHIIRST rickets (disease resulting from vitamin D deficiency) [n -TIDES, -ES]  

RAWBONED ABDENORW having little flesh [adj] 

RHINITIS HIIINRST inflammation of mucous membranes of nose [n -TIDES, -ES] 

RHIZOPUS HIOPRSUZ any of genus of mold fungi [n -PI, -ES] 

RHONCHUS CHHNORSU rattling respiratory sound [n -HI] 

RINGHALS AGHILNRS venomous snake [n -ES] 

RINKHALS AHIKLNRS ringhals (venomous snake) [n -ES] 
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S 

SACCULUS ACCLSSUU saccule (small sac) [n -LI] 

SAWBONES ABENOSSW surgeon (one who practices surgery) [n -ES] 

SCALENUS ACELNSSU muscle of neck [n -NI] 

SCANTIES ACEINSST brief panties for women [n] 

SCHNAPPS ACHNPPSS strong liquor [n -ES] 

SCIRRHUS CHIRRSSU hard tumor [n -HI, -ES] 

SEMIOSIS EIIMOSSS process in which something functions as sign to organism [n -SES] 

SENARIUS AEINRSSU Greek or Latin verse consisting of six metrical feet [n -II] 

SENHORES EEHNORSS SENHOR, Portuguese or Brazilian gentleman [n] 

SLYBOOTS BLOOSSTY sly person [n] 

SMITHERS EHIMRSST small fragments [n] 

SNUGGIES EGGINSSU women’s long underwear [n] 

SOAPSUDS ADOPSSSU suds (soapy water) [n] 
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SOLONETS ELNOOSST solonetz (type of soil) [n -ES] 

SPADONES ADENOPSS SPADO, castrated man or animal [n] 

SPHINGES EGHINPSS SPHINX, monster in Egyptian mythology [n] 

SPHYGMUS GHMPSSUY pulse [n -ES] 

SPIRITUS IIPRSSTU spirit [n] 

SPLENIUS EILNPSSU muscle of neck [n -II] 

STENOSIS EINOSSST narrowing of bodily passage [n SES] 

STIMULUS ILMSSTUU something that causes response [n -LI] 

STURDIES DEIRSSTU STURDY, disease of sheep [n] 

SUBGENUS BEGNSSUU subdivision of genus [n -NERA, -ES] 

SUCCUBUS  BCCSSUUU female demon [n -ES, -BI] 

SUNDRIES DEINRSSU miscellaneous items [n] 

SUNDROPS DNOPRSSU flowering plant [n] 

SUSURRUS RRSSSUUU soft rustling sound [n -ES] 

SYLLABUS ABLLSSUY outline of course of study [n -BI, -ES] 

SYNAPSIS AINPSSSY point at which nervous impulse passes from one neuron to another [n -SES] 

SYNDESIS DEINSSSY synapsis (point at which nervous impulse passes from one neuron to another) [n -SES, -ES] 

SYNOPSIS INOPSSSY summary (short restatement) [n -SES] 
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T 

TANTALUS AALNSTTU case for wine bottles [n -ES] 

TARANTAS AAANRSTT Russian carriage [n -ES] 

TENESMUS EEMNSSTU urgent but ineffectual effort to defecate or urinate [n -ES] 

TENIASIS AEIINSST infestation with tapeworms [n -SES] 

TERMINUS EIMNRSTU terminal (end or extremity) [n -NI, -ES] 

THALAMUS AAHLMSTU part of brain [n -MI] 

THANATOS AAHNOSTT instinctual desire for death [n -ES] 

THELITIS EHIILSTT inflammation of nipple [n -ES] 

THINGIES EGHIINST THINGY, something whose name is unknown or forgotten [n] 

THROMBUS BHMORSTU clot occluding blood vessel [n -BI] 

TIBIALES ANEIILST TIBIALIS, muscle in calf of leg [n] 

TIDYTIPS DIIPSTTY annual herb [n] 

TINNITUS IINNSTTU ringing sound in ears [n -ES] 

TINSNIPS IINNPSST tool for cutting sheet metal [n] 

TRIENTES EEINRSTT TRIENS, coin of ancient Rome [n] 

TRILOBED BDEILORT having three lobes [adj] 

TRINKUMS IKMNRSTU small ornaments [n] 

TROWSERS EORRSSTW trousers (garment for lower part of body [n] 

TRYWORKS KORRSTWY type of furnace [n] 

TURQUOIS  IOQRSTUU greenish blue gem [n -ES] 
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U 

UNABATED AABDENTU ABATE, to reduce in degree or intensity [adj] 

UNABUSED ABDENSUU ABUSE, to use wrongly or improperly [adj] 

UNAGREED ADEEGNRU AGREE, to have same opinion [adj] 
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UNAMAZED AADEMNUZ AMAZE, to overwhelm with surprise or wonder [adj] 

UNAMUSED ADEMNSUU AMUSE, to occupy pleasingly [adj] 

UNANELED ADEELNNU not having received sacrament of anointing of sick [adj] 

UNARGUED ADEGNRUU ARGUE, to present reasons for or against [adj] 

UNBASTED ABDENSTU BASTE, to sew loosely together [adj] 

UNBATHED ABDEHNTU BATHE, to wash (to cleanse by immersing in or applying liquid) [adj] 

UNBLAMED ABDELMNU BLAME, to find fault with [adj] 

UNCLONED CDELNNOU not made by cloning [adj] 

UNDREAMT ADEMNRTU not dreamt (to have dream (series of images occurring during sleep)) [adj] 

UNERASED ADEENRSU ERASE, to rub or scrape out [adj] 

UNEVADED ADDEENUV EVADE, to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit [adj] 

UNFLUTED DEFLNTUU FLUTE, to play on flute (woodwind instrument) [adj] 

UNFORCED CDEFNORU FORCE, to overcome resistance by exertion of strength [adj] 

UNFORGED DEFGNORU FORGE, to fashion or reproduce for fraudulent purposes [adj] 

UNFRAMED ADEFMNRU FRAME, to construct by putting together various parts [adj] 

UNGLAZED ADEGLNUZ GLAZE, to fit windows with glass panes [adj] 

UNGRACED ACDEGNRU GRACE, to give beauty to [adj] 

UNGRADED ADDEGNRU GRADE, to arrange in steps or degrees [adj] 

UNGUIDED DDEGINUU GUIDE, to show way to [adj] 

UNHALVED ADEHLNUV HALVE, to divide into two equal parts [adj] 

UNHEDGED DDEEGHNU HEDGE, to surround with hedge (dense row of shrubs) [adj] 

UNIMBUED BDEIMNUU IMBUE, to make thoroughly wet [adj] 

UNISSUED DEINSSUU ISSUE, to come forth [adj] 

UNPRICED CDEINPRU PRICE, to set value on [adj] 

UNPRIMED DEIMNPRU PRIME, to make ready (prepared) [adj] 

UNPRIZED DEINPRUZ PRIZE, to value highly [adj] 

UNPROBED BDENOPRU PROBE, to investigate or examine thoroughly [adj] 

UNPROVEN ENNOPRUV PROVE, to establish truth or validity of [adj] 

UNPRUNED DENNPRUU PRUNE, to cut off branches or parts from [adj] 

UNPURGED DEGNPRUU PURGE, to purify (to free from impurities) [adj] 

UNRAISED ADEINRSU RAISE, to move to higher position [adj] 

UNRHYMED DEHMNRUY RHYME, to compose verse with corresponding terminal sounds [adj] 

UNRINSED DEINNRSU RINSE, to cleanse with clear water [adj] 

UNSCALED ACDELNSU SCALE, to climb up or over [adj] 

UNSEIZED DEEINSUZ SEIZE, to take hold of suddenly and forcibly [adj] 

UNSERVED DEENRSUV SERVE, to work for [adj] 

UNSHADED ADDEHNSU SHADE, to screen from light or heat [adj] 

UNSHAKEN AEHKNNSU SHAKE, to move to and fro with short, rapid movements [adj] 

UNSHAMED ADEHMNSU SHAME, to cause to feel painful sense of guilt or degradation [adj] 

UNSHAPED ADEHNPSU SHAPE, to give shape (outward form) to [adj] 

UNSHAPEN AEHNNPSU SHAPE, to give shape (outward form) [adj] 

UNSHARED ADEHNRSU SHARE, to have, get, or use in common with another or others [adj] 

UNSHAVED ADEHNSUV SHAVE, to sever hair close to roots [adj] 

UNSLAKED ADEKLNSU SLAKE, to quench (to put out or extinguish) [adj] 

UNSLICED CDEILNSU SLICE, to cut into thin, flat pieces [adj] 

UNSMOKED DEKMNOSU SMOKE, to emit smoke (gaseous product of burning materials) [adj] 

UNSOLVED DELNOSUV SOLVE, to find answer or explanation of [adj] 
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UNSTONED DENNOSTU STONE, to pelt with stones (pieces of concreted earthy or mineral matter) [adj] 

UNTASTED ADENSTTU TASTE, to perceive flavor of by taking into mouth [adj] 

UNTINGED DEGINNTU TING, to emit high-pitched metallic sound [adj] 

UNTRACED ACDENRTU TRACE, to follow course of [adj] 

UNUNITED DEINNTUU UNITE, to bring together so as to form whole [adj] 

UNVALUED ADELNUUV VALUE, to estimate value (quality that renders thing useful or desirable) of [adj] 

UNVERSED DEENRSUV VERSE, to versify (to change from prose into metrical form) [adj] 

UNWASTED ADENSTUW WASTE, to use thoughtlessly [adj] 

UROBOROS BOOORRSU circular symbol of snake or dragon swallowing its own tail [n -ES] 

UVULITIS IILSTUUV inflammation of uvula [n -ES] 
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V 

VITELLUS  EILLSTUV yolk of egg [n -ES, -LI] 

VOLVULUS LLOSUUVV twisting of intestine that causes obstruction [n -LI, -ES] 

VULVITIS IILSTUVV inflammation of vulva [n -ES] 
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X 
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Z 

ZOONOSIS INOOOSSZ disease that can be transmitted from animals to humans [n -SES] 


	CREPITUS CEIPRSTU grating sound made in breathing [n CREPITUS]
	SUCCUBUS  BCCSSUUU female demon [n -ES, -BI]
	TURQUOIS  IOQRSTUU greenish blue gem [n -ES]

